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27 degrees Aries

The Angels of Astrology
Also known as
The Angels of

'Balachman'

Beloved,

W
 e are excellent initiators into synthetic astrology
and reveal the most remote secrets of astrology."
Natural Creation is the technology of divinity,

utilizing the ultimate source and meaning of physics,
math and sciences of all sorts.
By understanding the heavens, a person can understand
the self.
"As above, so below."

We teach the astrological influences on the mental and
emotional worlds,
furthermore the opposite oscillations and vibrations of
the various spheres
with regard to the mental, emotional, and physical
planes.
The knowledge of the cosmic effects, on the mineral,
the plant, and the animal kingdoms
is also taught by us either directly or by intuition and
inspiration.

Our degree of Aries is trine, or 120 degrees, from 27
degrees Sagitarrius,
which is Galactic Center.
Our position is one of the three points of an equilateral
triangle
that express exactly OMNIPOTENCE OF DIVINE BEING,
in power, love, and wisdom.

The third point is 27 degrees Leo.
The constellation Aries expresses Omnipotent Will to
LOVE,
which is the feminine expression of Divine Being.
Leo expresses omnipotent Will to WILL,
which is the masculine expression of Divine Being.
Sagittarius, the Galactic Center, expresses omnipotent
Will to WISDOM,
which is a combination of Love and Will.

The sign of Aries is omnipotent Will to Love,
for the purpose of giving birth to and manifesting new
realities of love.
As you know, a warrior of Love receives training in many
fields because loves victory
requires many different skills and broad knowledge.
By understanding the birth chart,
a child of light better understands the soul purpose of
this incarnation.

By understanding the mathematical aspects between the
planets and points in a birth chart,
a person can understand what is easy and what takes
additional skill
in victoriously bringing through Divine Love.

For example, planets that are 120 degrees from each
other bring ease in accomplishment.

Planets that are 90 degrees from each other bring
wonderful learning challenges.

Since accessing divine powers from other planets in the
solar system
and beyond are at times necessary,
an understanding of astrology is the first of the final
three steps
in the warriors education under the sign of Aries.
"As above, so below."
First of all, the overall concept of astrology can be
understood in a simple way.

Imagine astrology as an electro-magnetic flow chart,
very similar in appearance to the branches of an
upside down tree that are perfectly symmetrical with
four levels of branching.

The ground that the tree grows from is the unified field,
which is the element of the Akasha,
or unity with Divine Being and all Creation.

This is the Delta brainwave level that is dominant in
infancy.

It is a state of consciousness-penetrating-all.

From there energy flows into the trunk of the tree which
is represented by the sun and the moon.

The sun is electric [will] and the moon is magnetic
[feeling].

The trunk of the tree is also in the Delta brainwave state
of pure being.

From the sun-moon trunk, energy flows to three branches
which are represented by Pluto, Neptune, and Uranus.

Pluto receives Divine Love, Neptune receives Divine
Wisdom, and Uranus receives Divine Will.

This is the Theta brainwave state of deep inner thought.

From each of these three branches grow two more
branches.

Electro-magnetic energy goes into these two planetbranches,
of which one receives electric energy and one receives
magnetic energy.

This is the Alpha brainwave state of flowing feelings.

From each of these two planet-branches grow two more
astrological-sign-branches.

These astrological-sign-branches make up the final total
of twelve branches, or twelve astrological signs.

This is the Beta brainwave state of logic, memory, and
the five senses.

It looks like this:
[Print the following charts out for your astrology
notebook.
Obtain a copy of your own birth chart.
[ Remember to round up degrees
to the next higher degree.

For example, if a planet is 23 degrees and 5 minutes
Scorpio, the planet has
already traveled the entire 23 degrees and is already 5
minutes into the 24th degree. So round up to 24
degrees.]

Look up the planets and points of your
natal birth chart in the degrees of the Angel Messages to
understand their divine significance.

Keep for future reference.]

Astrology Flow Chart

This chart is the flow of energy from the sun-moon trunk
into the three branches of
Pluto,
Neptune,
and Pluto
and then into the branches of visible planets

and from there to the branches of twelve constellation
signs.

Trunk: Delta Brainwave Level dominant, the pure infant self.
PURE BEING
Governed by:
Moon
Sun
receptive, magnetic, feminine
masculine, electrical,
flowing feelings and intuition
willpower of Divine Being
of Divine Being
Two: Theta Brainwaves dominant, the inner child self.
DEEP INWARD THOUGHT
Electro-magnetic
Governed by:
Pluto
Neptune
Uranus
Love
Wisdom
Will
Three:Alpha Brainwaves dominant, the adolescent self.
Governed by:
The visible planets
Venus, Saturn, Mercury
Mars, Earth, Jupiter
Magnetic
Electric
EMOTIONS, FEELINGS, PSYCHIC sensitivity
Four: Beta Brainwaves dominant, the adult self.
FIVE SENSES, MEMORY, LOGIC
The twelve signs function on this level.
The twelve signs are:
Aries,
Scorpio,
Libra, Gemini, Taurus, Virgo,
Sagittarius, Pisces, Cancer
Aquarius
Capricorn
Leo
EMOTIONS
THOUGHT
PHYSICAL
WILL
Element of
Element of Air
REALITY
Element of Fire
Water
FeminineElement of
MasculineMasculineMasculine
Earth
Masculine
Feminine
[magnetic on
Feminine[electric on
[electric on
inner branch,
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inner branch
inner branch
electric on
[magnetic on
and electric on and magnetic
outer]
inner and
outer branch]
on outer
This is
outer .]
This is
branch]
accessed best
This is
accessed best
This is
in the Theta
accessed best
in the Delta
accessed best
brainwave
in the Beta
brainwave
in the Alpha
state of deep
brainwave
state of the
brainwave
inner thought
state of the
infant self. The state of the
of the child
adult self, of
adult self asks
adolescent
self. The adult logic, memory
cellular
self. The adult
self asks
and the five
memory to
self asks
cellular
senses
release
cellular
memory to
experience of
memory to
release
the pure divine
release
experience of
infant state
experience of the inner child
the inner
self
adolescent self
with strongly
flowing
EMOTIONS

Here is another version of the chart to help you:
*********

Version TWO

From the unified field, energy flows to the
SUN-MOON

From the Sun-Moon energy flows to Pluto, Neptune, and
Uranus as follows:

DIVINE LOVE...PLUTO
The energy flows from Pluto to:
Mars
Venus
Mars receives electric love
Venus receives magnetic love
Aries
Scorpio
Libra
Taurus
is will-fire
is feeling-water
is mind-air
is earth-action
DIVINE WISDOM...NEPTUNE
The energy of Divine Wisdom flows from Neptune to Jupiter
and Mercury.
Jupiter
Mercury
receives electric wisdom
receives magnetic wisdom
Gemini
Virgo
Sagittarius
Pisces
is mind-air
is earth-action
is will-fire
is feeling-water
DIVINE WILL-POWER...URANUS
Will power flows from Uranus into Earth and Saturn.
Earth
Saturn
receives electric power
receives magnetic power
Leo
Cancer
Aquarius
Capricorn
is will-fire
is feeling-water
is mind-air
is earth-action

Version Three
Divine energy flows from the ALL THAT IS into an
individual incarnated Atman
which is sun/moon and corresponds to Delta brainwaves
of Pure Being.

Then energy flows down through the secondary suns of
Uranus, Neptune, and Pluto;
which corresponds to Theta brainwaves of deep inner
thought.

Then energy flows further down through the inner
planets,
which are Alpha brainwaves of emotions,
and finally through the signs which are Beta brainwaves
of memory, logic, and the five senses.

It looks like the following flow chart:

+=masculine, fire, electric - =feminine, water, magnetic

Uranus
equals Willpower[+]
Earth [+]
Saturn []
Leo Cancer Aqua Capr

[All that is]
Sun[+]-Moon[-]
equals Spirit-Soul
Neptune
Pluto
Wisdom[+,-]
Love[-]
Jupiter[+]
Mercury[Mars[+]
Venus[-]
]
Sag. Pisces Gemini Virgo Aries Scorpio Libra Taurus
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In this scenario the middle path is wisdom which is will and
love together, the left is willpower, and the right is love.
All fire signs are +,+; creative and electric in the inner
air signs are -,+; receptive on the inner and creative on the outer.
water signs are +,-; creative on the inner and receptive on the outer
and earth signs are -,- receptive in the inner and outer world.
So, for instance, if your sun is in Capricorn, then your Masculine
Nature or Spirit is receptive on the inner[emotions]
and the outer[five senses, logic] to Divine Will.
Or, if your Mars is in Pisces, then creative Divine Love expresses
through creative wisdom in emotions on the inner
and in the outer world through receptivity.

************************************************

Ask our help in integrating this information.
We guide to the right books and teachers as you progress
in understanding.
As a warrior of Love,
if a situation requires the divine virtue of Love, Wisdom,
or Will,
on the levels of pure being, deep inward thought,
emotions,
or the five senses and logic;
with this understanding of astrology you know which
beings

of which planet
and sign to ask for help and for guidance.

These charts demonstrate the fields of manifestation of
each of the angel groups of the twelve signs.

For example,
in questions about will,
go to Aries, Leo, and Sagittarius.

Aries is the Will to Love,
Leo is the Will to Will, and

Sagittarius is the Will to Wisdom.

In questions about mind,
go to Libra, Aquarius, and Gemini.
Libra is intellect of Love,
Aquarius is Intellect of Will, and
Gemini is intellect of Wisdom.

if a situation requires a change in emotions, go to the angel
groups of either Scorpio, Pisces, or Cancer.
If the emotions need to change to those of Love, ask for help
from the angels of Scorpio.
If the emotions need to change to those of Wisdom, choose
help from the angels of Pisces.
If the emotions need to change to those of Will, as for help
from the angels of Cancer .

In questions of earth,
go to the angel groups of either Taurus, Capricorn, or
Virgo.

Taurus is earth of love,
Capricorn is earth of Will, and
Virgo is earth of Wisdom.

Remember that the Angels of O
 romonas ,
21 degrees Aries,
automatically guide you to the appropriate angels
whenever you ask them.

MIRACLES
PURE BEING
Moon ~ (Soul)
Sun ~ (Spirit)
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Creative receptivity
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B-A-L-A-Ch-M-A-N

B. Polarity in all its forms
*

A and umlaut A, aeis a manifestation of Divine Wisdom.

Whenever any polarity in a situation is no longer serving the highest
good,

it may be released for transformation into another state.
*
LThe splendor and majesty of Divine Being
*
A and umlaut A, aet hrough wisdom and enlightment, and
transformation, and
*
Ch.. complete purity and clarity of flowing divine emotions,
*
M and powerful magnetism,
*
A and umlaut A, aeinitiates wisdom and transformation in all
beings.
*
NThis brings about Supreme Happiness.

The melody of the letters are the notes of A,G, C, F,G, C, D sharp,D,G,
C, and A.

The colors of the letters are light violet, light blue, loamy brown,
olive green, light blue, loamy brown,
light violet, blue-green, light blue, loamy brown, and deep rose.
The sensations are weight, ease, weight, ease, ease, weight,
coolness, coolness, ease, weight, and coolness.
The elements are earth, air, earth, air, air,weight, water, water, air,
weight, and water.
*

Miracles

*****
Note: The following flow chart is a wonderful synopisis of the above
information compiled by Shirley Irene Ponto.

Astrology Flow Chart

Flow of energy extends from the sun-moon trunk into the three
branches of Pluto,
Neptune, and Uranus and then into the visible planets and from there
to the twelve constellation signs.

Trunk: Delta Brain wave Level Right brain:
PURE BEING
Moon ~ (Soul)
Sun ~ (Spirit)
receptive, emotional magnetic,
creative ,masculine, electrical,

feminine intuition of Universal
Consciousness as well as the
Emotional attunement of Higher
Self

willpower of Universal
Consciousness as well as the
Spiritual attunement of Higher
Self

*
WHICH branches into Three:
Theta Brain wave Level Left brain:
DEEP INWARD THOUGHT ~ These are Electromagnetic
Pluto
Neptune
Uranus
Divine Love
Divine Wisdom
Divine Will
represents the overall represents the overall represents the overall
totality of the Love of totality of the Wisdom totality of The Will of
God in the Delta brain of God in the Delta
God in the Delta brain
wave level of Pure
brain wave level of
wave level of Pure
Being.
Pure Being.
Being.
[Secondary Sun of
[Secondary Sun of
[Secondary Sun of
Divine Love from Sun- Divine Wisdom from
Divine Will from SunMoon Higher Self]
Sun-Moon Higher Self] Moon Higher Self]
*
The energy flows from Pluto [Divine Love ] to:
Mars
Venus
represents Creative Divine Love represents receptivity of Divine
[Spiritual & Emotional Creativity Love
Of Divine Love]
[ Mental & Physical receptivity of
receives electric love
Divine Love]
flows into Aries and Scorpio
receives magnetic love
flows into Libra and Taurus
Aries
Scorpio
Libra
Taurus
is Will - Fire
is Emotions is Mind - Air is Earth - Action
Water

*
The energy flows from Neptune [Divine Wisdom] to:
Jupiter
Mercury
represents Creative Wisdom
represents receptivity of Wisdom
Spiritual & Emotional Creativity of Mental & Physical receptivity to
Divine Wisdom
Divine Wisdom
receives electric wisdom
receives magnetic wisdom
flows into Sagittarius and Pisces
flows into Gemini and Virgo
Sagittarius
Pisces
Gemini
Virgo
is Will - Fire
is Emotions is Mind - Air
is Earth - Action
Water

*
The energy flows from Uranus [Divine Will Power] to:
Earth
Saturn
represents creative Divine Will
represents receptivity of Divine
[Spiritual and emotional creativity
Will
of Divine Will]
[Mental & Physical receptivity to
receives electric power
Divine Will]
flows into Leo and Cancer
receives magnetic power
flows into Aquarius and Capricorn
Leo
Cancer
Aquarius
Capricorn
is Will - Fire
is Emotions is Mind - Air
is Earth - Action
Water

*
Each Branches into two more making six branches in all:
Alpha Brain wave Level Right brain: EMOTIONS, FEELINGS,
PSYCHIC SENSITIVITY
GOVERNED BY the visible planets:
Magnetic
Electric
Venus
Saturn
Mercury
Mars
Earth
Jupiter
Libra Taurus

Aqua
rius

Capri Gemini
corn

Virgo Aries

Scor
pio

Leo

Can
cer

Sag
Pisces
ittarius

*
Each Branches into two making twelve in all:
Beta Brain wave Level Left brain: FIVE SENSES, MEMORY, LOGIC
(There are twelve angel groups to ask questions concerning each of the
following signs
and the need of the urge to understand about that energy pattern.
These angels are our willing teachers and we need to be open and

receptive to them.)
The Twelve signs function on this level and are:
THREE SIGNS OF WILL:
Will to LOVE
Will to WISDOM
Will to WILL
Aries
Sagittarius
Leo
[under Mars which is [under Jupiter which is [under Earth which is
under Pluto]
under Neptune]
under Uranus]
Warriors of Love,
[the Galactic Center]
masculine expression
female expression of
which is the Middle
of the Divine
the Divine
path uniting Love and
[The sign of Aries is
Will
the Will of Love
manifesting new
realities. A warrior of
Love receives training
in many fields, because
victory requires many
different skills and
broad knowledge. An
understanding of
astrology is the first of
the final three steps in
the warriors education
under the sign of
Aries. The knowledge
of the cosmic effects,
on the mineral, the
plant, and the animal
kingdoms is also
taught by us either
directly or by intuition
and inspiration.
*
Will is the Element of Fire

Elements of Fire ~ Masculine-Masculine {creative and electric} on
the outer branch
and turns into the element of water (Alpha-Emotion) on the inner
branch of the flow chart.

"According to White Eagle" :
The influence of the three fire signs in our lives
slowly helps us to attune ourselves to the SPIRITUAL SUN.
Healers who have the Sun in one of the fire signs

can bring to their healing work a quality of faith, a quality of
inner knowing.
With the Sun activating the fire element, no matter what life

does to you, deep down you will hold fast to your faith in God,
to your knowledge of the Divine Fire, the Divine Light, The
Divine Love that resides deep within.

White Eagle has told us that the lesson which all the Fire
signs have to teach is that of Love.
DIVINE LOVE. Love is life, plasma, emotion that comes from
the heart.
Love is the emotional expression of positive God-thought.
Love is an awareness of God - God in the heart from God in
the mind.
[From Cynthia Rose Young] God in the whole of life.
Healers with the Sun in one or other of the fire signs can
bring this quality of love and faith to their patients.
One must learn to gently listen to your patient, encourage
him/her to tell you their troubles, and quietly, continually,
turn their mind to God, sharing with him/her that faith, that
light, that strength and hope that you have found.
Give strong comforting love.
Help them to build their faith, not by what you say but by your
own strong assurance.
It is your faith that will comfort and sustain them until their
own light is stronger.

If you have the Sun in a Fire sign you may find it difficult to be
wise in your giving,
until you have learnt to conserve energy,
you may well find that you go on giving until suddenly you
become completely exhausted.
Learn, therefore, to withdraw in good time: to draw upon
Gods Divine Energy.

In laying on hands I have found when my strength was getting
low I would receive Gods Divine Energy through my Crown Chakra.
Take time to rest and relax and draw upon Gods Circle of Love
and His Healing Light.
Receive strength from nature, from the trees, from the hills,
from the sea, even from your own garden.
If your patient is under a Fire sign you will often find that one
of the reasons

why he has come to you is because he too has spent his
energies unwisely.
When patients feel depressed and hopeless; give them the

strength of your spirit,
your own inner fire and warmth, to renew their vitality and
hope,
and most importantly your
belief in Gods Infinite Love and Light beaming down upon us.
*******
EMOTIONAL ELEMENT OF WATER
Emotions of WILL
Emotions of LOVE
Emotons of WISDOM
Cancer
Scorpio
Pisces
Element of Water ~ (Masculine-Feminine
[Receptive and magnetic on inner branch of emotion and
creative and electric on outer branch of physical manifestation.]

*** According to White Eagle . . .

THE WATER SIGNS ~ (CANCER, SCORPIO, PISCES)

Spiritually, the water element is associated with Divine
Mother.
It is closely connected with the emotions and with the soullife of humanity,
and all the water signs give much sensitivity, that is,
receptivity to the subtler conditions in the environment.

In healing work those with the Sun in a Water sign
must learn how to draw a ring of light and protection round
their aura
so that they do not absorb the psychic conditions of their
patients;
especially must they keep the solar plexus well controlled and
sealed.

People in whose horoscope charts the Water element is
emphasized,
or who have the planet Neptune prominently placed,
are often more aware of the etheric and astral worlds than
they realize.
We must always remember that we are all "Children of God"
and being such
, we live in the circle of Gods Healing Love and Light.
"The Light of God surrounds us,
The Love of God enfolds us,
The Power of God protects us,
The Presence of God watches over us,
Where ever we are, God is.
I am grateful!
*******
EMOTION
Cancer =
Scorpio =
Emotions of WILL
Emotions of LOVE
Cancer, the first of the
Scorpio, the second of
water signs, ruled by the the water signs, a fixed
Moon which from ancient sign ruled by Mars. This
times has symbolized the is one of the strongest
feminine and receptive
signs of the zodiac,
magnetic energy aspects giving deep, intense
of life. This sign is
emotions with unusual
associated with the parts powers of endurance and
of the body which lie
great courage. You are
close to the heart,
extremely receptive and

Pisces =
Emotions of WISDOM
Pisces is a mutable sign
which rules the feet, the
lymphatic systems and
the general flow of
psychic force around the
body. Feet are important
centres of contact with
the magnetism of the
earth for everyone. Bare
feet on the ground with

breasts, and stomach.
quickly register the
toes spread as widely as
The Moon is emotions,
conditions of the people you can will bring Earths
the nourisher and
around you. You know
beautiful magnetism and
protector of the Divine
within your solar plexus it gives you strength and
Light. Here can be found that you are aware of the poise. Feel the weight
the fountain of living
thoughts of those around evenly balanced over
water, feelings, which
you. You quickly feel the both feet, and as you
will not only comfort and warmth of
breathe consciously draw
sustain you, but enable
antagonism or friendship. the strength and lifeyou to comfort and
Scorpio is ruled by Mars force of mother earth,
sustain others through
- the Warrior. There is a through the feet, right
your sympathetic and
quality
up to the top of the head.
practical caring. When
within you which enjoys Feel yourself being a
you touch the center of coping with storms.
"Tree of Light". This is
deep peace within, which Spiritually-awakened
very renewing to your
is all love, healing will
Scorpio Energy
health and strength to
flow through you.You are do well with a cause into every part of you. Very
happy in work which
which they can pour all helpful when you are
gives you the opportunity the strength of a selfless feeling weary or
to deal with people, such devotion.
depleted. This is a good
as teaching and healing. This emotional strength practice for all who come
There is a naturalness of and devotion makes
under the water signs, as
your healing abilities,
Scorpio people splendid it strengthens the circle
the hospital, and your
healers. Many
of light and protection
home.
doctors and surgeons
surrounding the aura.
The Moon is associated
come under this sign. In Pisces is perhaps the
with silver, and once you spiritual healing you
most psychicallyare securely Centered,
should find it easy
receptive of them all.
you will be able to work to use the Amethyst and One can become attuned
quite powerfully with the Violet Rays, and also the both to the heavens and
silver ray, which we use warm rose directed to
to the earth. Jupiter,
to clear psychic links and the heart. Your
planet of the higher
entanglements. Patients steadiness and
Mind, and Spiritual
under this sign who come determination are
and Emotional Creativity
to you for healing may
qualities which can help of Divine Wisdom is the
well need this silver ray people who are
ruler of Pisces. This gives
treatment, as they could depleted, who have
you a wide-ranging mind
be psychically drained by dissipated their energy
and may feel drawn to
some family conflict, or or are worn out with
the study of philosophy,
even by anxiety over a
emotional conflicts.
religion, art, music or
sick friend or relative; or You can use the silver ray drama. Psychic science,
they could have had some to help those caught in
mysticism or occultism
emotional shock which
psychic entanglements,
will all attract Pisces.
calls for special
cleansing and clearing
You have a particularly
treatment to the solar
the aura.
beautiful gift for healing
plexus.
"As the still water
so long as you learn to
reflects the sky, so the conserve and wisely
calm soul reflects the direct your energies.
image of Christ."
Many doctors and nurses
When you become so
come under this specially
peaceful in your feelings caring sign.
that your soul, like still Jesus, the Great Healer,
water, mirrors the Sun, was the Master of the
you can be a beautiful Piscean Age and you
channel for the healing should not find it
light which will flow
difficult to make a
through you, bringing beautiful and powerful
strength, warmth,
contact with Him. If you
confidence and courage can hold yourself in
to your patients. That peace and tranquility,
inner strength of the with your soul like the
spirit which can illumine calm sea reflecting the
a tranquil soul is a
Sun, you can also
priceless gift to all who reflect that sunlight of
are ill - to your family , God, to heal those who
friends and indeed to the are in need. The future is
whole world
here now, and we are all
learning to become the
brotherhood of Spirit.
Divine Spirit
*******

MIND ELEMENT OF AIR
Gemini =
Libra =
Aquarius =
Intellect of WISDOM
Intellect of LOVE
Intellect of WILL
White Eagle states
Sign of balance.
Aquarians great gift,
that Gemini is rather Expressive as far as
even more than with
like a doorway, a gate possible, beauty,
the other air signs, is
into a garden or the
harmony and peace.
for group work. May be
portals at the entrance Quietly intuitive.
drawn to a group
to a temple.
Many Libra's have
formed by some
Indicates much
turned from self to
altruistic, scientific or
flexibility and
service . They help
artistic purpose. Are
adaptability. The
others to hold the
concerned with the
element Air at its
right thought, the
welfare of others.
freest and least
creative thought of
Aquarius live very
constrained. Gemini is God, the thought of
much in the mind, in
a dual sign. Choices
the Christ-power
the world of thought
have to be made
within the heart, from and ideas. They are
between alternatives. which all healing flows.very independent and
Ruler of Gemini is
Teaches brotherhood need to do a job in

Mercury, the
in a practical way. Can their own individual
messenger of the Gods, bring harmony and
way. Service is the
and are usually
unity to a spiritual
vehicle when the Holy
receptive in their
healing group.
Spirit is allowed to be
higher selves to
Gentleness is the most at-one-ment with self
impressions, ideas and beautiful quality that as well as with all of
inspiration from the
they can bring to the Gods Children
heaven world. With
healing. A good
training and discipline instrument for the
of the mind they can green ray, of harmony
become attuned to
and cleansing; and for
angels, the angels of
the blue ray, which will
music, of art, of
soothe pain and calm
science, and they will an overexcited and
have flashes of
disturbed nervous
inspiration which they state. Your love of
are able to translate
beauty, expressed in
into words, harmonies your surroundings in
or colors which can
color or sound, will
uplift
build up a healing
vibration in your home
which benefits all who
come to visit you.

Element of Air
Feminine and magnetic on the inner branch of emotion and
electric and creative on the outer branch of physical
manifestation ~
"White Eagle"
The Air element is the subtlest of the four. It is able to
permeate all the others,
and astrologically is concerned with the development of the
mental vehicles.
By these man can be locked in the physical consciousness as
in a prison,
or one can rise through the higher mind to the gates of
heaven.
*******
PHYSICAL REALITY ELEMENT OF EARTH
Taurus =
Virgo =
Capricorn =
Earth of LOVE
Earth of WISDOM
Earth of WILL
During this
Virgo is the mutable Signifies earthly power
incarnation the ray of
sign of wisdom,
and responsibility.
Venus shining through discrimination and Great determination,
your solar body brings
purity, ruled by
independence and
to your soul a deep
Mercury. Sign of
firmness. Natural head
love of beauty and
psychic gifts. You could of the family, the
harmony which you
soon become aware of business group, the
are learning to bring
the angelic life in the national or even the
into physical
nature kingdom. A international group.
manifestation.
natural interest in Seeking not for self,
You brings others a
herbal remedies, and but for the good of the
sense of harmony and
in healthy diet.
whole. Spiritual service
peace, and an
Natural student.
, service as a healer
assurance that all is
Mercury rules the and soon as you
well.
hands and you may develop you will submit
All the earth signs give well be drawn to work your will to the Divine
the gift of practicality,
with your hands,
Will, and to strive to
for under their
through massage, become an instrument
influence the soul is physiotherapy, beauty of light in the world. A
learning the lesson of treatment or chiropody wonderful strength
service, learning to as well as nursing. You and confidence in the
express in physical can become a channel divine power will flow
matter the harmony of for the spring green through you.
the spheres.
ray, which cleanses, Demonstrate the
This is the sign of the clears congestion, and "Power of Prayer"!
builder. The cleansing soothes inflammation. Good instrument for
green ray of
You can also become a the beautiful spring
adaptability and
channel for the clear, green way - you should
beautiful amethyst to pure yellow of divine also be able to use the
the heart-chakra to
wisdom - a quality
silver and the flame
strengthen their
much needed by those ray, since Mars, planet
spiritual aspiration
who are sick in mind
of Divine Fire, is
and aide in adapting to
and body.
exalted in your Sunchange. A good
Basic lesson is to learn
sign

channel for the
to open oneself to the
beautiful blue and
strength of the Christ,
green rays and the
the Great Healer
lovely turquoise of the
planet Venus; also the
amethyst ray of the
Moon.

Element of Earth
Feminine-Feminine [magnetic and receptive on inner of feeling
and magnetic and receptive
Outer world of physical reality. (five senses, logic) to Divine
Will

Footnotes:
The names and meaning of angel groups come from
Quaballah,
which is a very ancient set of teachings which together form a
common precursor, or root, of three of the world's religions:
Judaism, Islam, and Christianity.
Each degree of the zodiac is ruled by a high being of the
heavenly host in the zone girdling the earth,

and the angels who work with him or her.
The being and the angels share the same name.
This name is a key to their powers and influence.
* Names, phrases, or sections, in Italics or single quotation
marks in the angel messages
are quoted or paraphrased from the books of Franz Bardon.
Information of the heavenly hosts of the zone girdling the
earth

is referenced from THE PRACTICE OF MAGICAL EVOCATION,
ISBN 3-921338-02-6,
and Information of the divine virtues and the letters are
referenced from THE KEY TO THE TRUE QUABALLAH,

ISBN 3-921338-12-4]. Publisher is Dieter Rüggeberg,
Wuppertal/W. Germany.
These books have very important information for these
studies.
***
The book " Initiation into Hermetics" ISBN 3-921338-01-8, is a
preparatory book for the others.
Franz Bardon's last autobiographical book, "Frabato the
Magician",

gives historical background and was compiled by his German
publisher from notes written by Franz Bardon.

If you have these, read Frabato the Magician first, with
appendixes,

and then read appendixes from the other three for
background.
If you have questions about how to meditate on the divine
virtues
or what the angel messages are about, go to the archives at
the lovingpurelove egroup in Yahoo.
***********

Feel free to share these messages.

The Law of One is the original law of Creation, and is the
supreme Law over all laws in all dimensions.
THE LAW OF ONE
We are all one.
When one is harmed, all are harmed.
When one is helped, all are helped.
Therefore, in the name of who I AM,
and I am one with all;
I ask that ONLY THAT WHICH IS THE HIGHEST GOOD OF ALL
CONCERNED happen.

I give thanks that this is done.
SO BE IT!
So it is.
*+*

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/SpiritusAngelMessages

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/lovingpurelove

